NEWSLETTER
Friday 31 January 2020

Resilience has been our TRACK theme this week at the Pre-Prep, with many of the children suggesting ways in
which they might display resilience during a school day. We have introduced a new TRACK feature to the
newsletter and will be discussing a ‘TRACK thought of the week’ with our KS1 children in particular. Please do
discuss this with the children at home, too.
Our featured quote this week is from Nelson Mandela. Another of Mandela’s inspirational quotes about
resilience is, ‘Do not judge me by my successes, judge me by how many times I fell down and I got back up
again.’ We want the children at the Pre-Prep to be those who don’t give up, but show determination to
progress and develop without fear of failure or making mistakes. This growth mindset is encouraged from the
very earliest years here and is modelled wonderfully well so often, even by our Nursery children.
This week we have focused across the school on listening skills and responding first time to instructions. It’s
not something we all are naturally good at and so we need one another to help us to form good habits and set
positive examples.
Do have a lovely weekend where your children will no doubt listen to everything you say and respond
immediately!
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Early Years News
This week we found lots of rubbish
in our classroom and the story
book 'Michael Recycle'. We
discovered that lots of our rubbish
can be sorted and recycled. We
also discussed ways in which we
can make our school a greener
place. We made posters which we
put up in school reminding others
to 'turn off lights', 'close the doors'
and 'turn off taps'. We will all try to
make our school more eco
friendly.
Felix and Ollie were very excited to
find that lots of our junk modelling
had the recycling logo on. Harrison
worked hard to sort the rubbish
into different recycling bins and
told us he tries hard to recycle at
home. Liam and Ivy had great fun
spotting all the bins we have in
school and their different
uses. Harley reminded us that we
all need to look after planet earth
because it is a kind thing to do.
We also read the story 'Superfrog'
which tells the story of a frog trying
to save his town from pollution. It
was a very, very funny book and a
little bit silly too! It made us all
laugh lots but had a very important
message.
The Reception Team
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YEARStage
Key
1 One News
This week Year One children have
thoroughly
enjoyed
completing
mathematical investigations. We have
been using different mathematical
resources such as numicon, small
world, dienes stick and even skittles
and fruit pastilles to explore the
values of numbers to 50 and beyond.
We solved word problems using
RUCSAC method and showed
answer as a number sentence.
were then challenged to show
answers in different ways.

the
our
We
our

Some children had the opportunity to
play board games and worked well as
part of a team. They were confident
when using the terms greater than,
less than, ten more, ten less when
working as part of a group.
In English we have looked at different
acrostic poems. As a Year group we
wrote the name of an animal
vertically down the left hand side of
the board.
We used ambitious
adjectives to describe our animal. Our
next step will be to edit our work and
develop our poems by adding more
detailed description.
We look forward to sharing our
poems with you!
The Year 1 Team
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Year 2 Positions of Responsibility
House Captains Daniel, Ishaan, Wilbur
and Jono are featured on page 1.

Garden Monitors William, Aiyan,
Thomas and Calum

Games Captains Alex, Luca, Joshua and Henry

Librarians Alexander, Adrian, Aaron, Nathanael
and Daniel
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TRACK News… Focus on Resilience

Our TRACK Thought for the
Week...
“IT ALWAYS SEEMS
IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT’S
DONE.”

Nelson Mandela
Do you agree? Why? Why not?
Thomas: “When you think something is impossible,
make it into a game. Then it becomes fun. This is
what I do with my sister.”
Aiyan: “Never give up because eventually your
problem will become easier.”
Taran: “When something seems hard keep trying. This
means you are resilient.”
Calum: “If you don’t give up it won’t seem so hard!”
Stanley: “I was resilient and I kept on trying”
(Stanley mastered the knack of spinning a plate on
Wednesday!)
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Celebration Assembly

Gold Stars were awarded to Harrison, Felix,
Harley, Ivy, Ollie N and Jeevan.
Gold Stars were awarded to Taran,
Arthur, Frank, Charlie C, Aydin, Isaac
and Theo.

House
Points

Green 61
Blue 60
Red 80

Congratulations to Liam and Aydin
for their Football medals and Alex A
for his Trampolining

Yellow 66
Happy Birthday to:- Zach C
and Aiyan!

TRACK Certificates were awarded to William R for
Caring, Zayn for Kindness, Thomas S for
Resilience, Charlie C for Caring and Rufus for
Aspiration.
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SPPA News...
A huge thank you to all who have returned their replies for the SPPA children’s disco
which is after school on Thursday 13th February. It promises to be a really fun time!
SAVE THE DATES AND BOOK YOUR BABYSITTERS!
Friday 13th March - Big Quiz Night
Friday 15th May - May Ball
Saturday 27th June - Summer Fete
Our next SPPA meeting will be on Monday 3rd February after drop off, if you cannot
make this meeting but would like to help, please email us at sppassoc@gmail.com
The SPPA Team

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us
on Twitter our handle is
@shspreprep and we regularly
update the account with news on
the exciting activities in which the
children are taking part.
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IN OTHER NEWS… Quote of the Week!
Quote Jack:
of the
Week
“Before
I leave this school I would like to go on
holiday with all my teachers.”
Mrs Akhurst: “Where would you like to go?”
Jack: “Dubai.”
Jack W, 2HA
(... a perfectly reasonable proposition which
was supported by all the staff.)

“That rice pudding was like Heaven.”
Thomas, 2HA
(….using lovely similes in the lunch hall)

Nathan: “Mr Akhurst, I think you look
very cool”.
Lenny: “...and smart.”
Nathan and Lenny, RKD
(...loving Mr Akhurst’s flamingo tie.)
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YEAR
1
And finally...some
other lovely moments from our week...
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YEAR 1a few more.)
(...and

Finn, Daniel, Charlie and Alex have formed a playground band called
The Rockstars!
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